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ABSTRACT: An effective technique to improve the stop-band frequency response of direct-

coupled resonators in substrate-integrated waveguide (SIW) technology is introduced. Regular

inductive-iris filters in SIW technology are supplemented with H-plane frequency-dependent

inverters which not only create transmission zeros but also serve as the proper impedance

inverter. A synthesis technique is introduced to prescribe transmission zeros at finite frequen-

cies on either side of the pass band, symmetrically or asymmetrically. Two different topologies

of frequency-dependent inverters for X-band SIW band pass filters demonstrate that attenua-

tion poles can be created on both side of the passband and significantly improve the filters’

stop-band performences. Measurements confirm the validity of the presented design

approach. VC 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Int J RF and Microwave CAE 24:237–242, 2014.

Keywords: substrate-integrated waveguide; band pass filter; frequency-dependent inverter; trans-

mission zero

I.INTRODUCTION

In modern microwave and wireless communication systems,

the demand for band pass filters with high performance

parameters such as stringent frequency selectivity, low inser-

tion loss, wide stop-band, and especially potential integration

into RF circuits is ever increasing. Substrate-integrated wave-

guide (SIW) is a low-cost realization of traditional waveguide

circuits that inherits the merits from both the traditional

microstrip technology for easy planar circuit integration and

waveguide for low radiation loss and high quality factor.

Hence, this technology provides high promise for future

microwave planar circuits, components and subsystems [1–3].

Realizing SIW band pass filters with sharp cut-off

skirts, the standard solution consists of generating trans-

mission zeros on each side of the passband. It is tradition-

ally accomplished by utilizing cross coupling or dual/

multimode cavities [4–6]. However, they need additional

coupling between nonadjacent resonators, which often

requires changes to the inline topology of resonators and

complicates the general filter topology.

Therefore, a high-performance mechanism is presented

in this article that generates finite transmission zeros in

direct-coupled resonator band pass filters without any

additional coupling between nonadjacent resonators.

Selected coupling sections, which in SIW inline filter con-

figurations are realized by inductive irises, are replaced

by structures that strongly depend on frequency in order

to generate transmission zeros and, at the same time, pro-

vide proper inverter values for the coupling of resonators

in the filter [7,8]. A frequency-dependent inverter can be

realized as an H-plane stub or a shorted T-junction. Such

coupling elements simultaneously provide a transmission

zero and the correct inverter value for the filter design.

Conversely, H-plane stubs can be added to the filter for

the sole purpose of providing transmission zeros. The

dimensions of the shorted stubs offer the freedom to intro-

duce attenuation poles at any prescribed frequencies,

either symmetrically or asymmetrically with respect to the

pass band. A design procedure for pre-synthesized fre-

quency-dependent coupling elements is presented. Then,

to demonstrate the advantages of the method, two fourth-

order SIW filters with bandwidth of 500 MHz at 11 GHz

are designed on 0.508 mm RT/Duroid 5870 substrate and

verified using the High Frequency Structure Simulator

(HFSS), Computer Simulation Technology (CST), and

measurements.
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II.DESIGN METHODOLOGY
A.Inverter Model
The synthesis procedures for the design of direct-

coupled resonator SIW band pass filters with frequency-

dependent coupling elements are presented. Impedance

inverters, which can be realized as standard irises,

frequency-dependent H-plane stubs, and frequency-

dependent T-junctions, as shown in Figure 1, are

employed as coupling elements to produce transmission

zeros.

The design of a regular waveguide filter, which

consists of a number of in-line resonators, commen-

ces with the calculation and realization of its

inverter values, for example, Ref. 9. This procedure

takes place at center frequency, where the

equivalent-circuit model shown in Figure 2 is valid

for all three inverters of Figure 1, and the reference

planes are determined by the 690� phase shift

required for inverter operation.

Once the theoretical inverter values K are obtained

from filter theory ([9], p. 182), the shunt reactance Xp, the

two series reactances Xs1, Xs2 and associated phases u1

and u2 (Fig. 2) of the actual inverters of Figure 1 must be

designed to match the theoretical K values from filter syn-

thesis at center frequency. This is done according to the

following procedure.

First, the fundamental-mode scattering parameters of

the inverters in Figure 1 are calculated using the mode

matching technique ([9], Chapter 2.1, Chapter 3.5.4 and

[10]) for fixed parameters of square via length Lsquare and

via center-to-center spacing s. These scattering parameters

are then converted to inverter values according to equa-

tions listed below
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Note that for inverters of Figures 1a and 1b, the

equivalent-circuit parameters will be symmetric, that is,

Xs1 5 Xs2 and u1 5 u2. Only the inverter of Figure 1c

produces an asymmetric circuit.

If the computed inverter value does not agree with the

theoretical one from filter synthesis, then the parameters

of the inverter values in Figure 1 are varied until the two

inverter values match. The parameters to be varied are:

the aperture width for the inverter in Figure 1a, the stub

width or stub length for the inverter in Figure 1b, and the

length of the shorted stub in Figure 1c.

To highlight the different frequency dependencies of the

inverters, Figure 3 compares the scattering parameters of the

three inverters in Figure 1 that have been designed for the

same center frequency. In the frequency band around 11

GHz, all three inverters show nearly identical behavior. How-

ever, away from the center frequency, their behavior is very

different. The asymmetric iris (solid lines) shows the smallest

variation. Therefore, the coupling values of inductive irises

Figure 1 SIW impedance inverters with square via holes; (a) asymmetric iris, (b) H-plane stub, (c) shorted T-junction.

Figure 2 Equivalent circuit model of the structures in Figure 1.
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are usually considered nearly constant over a wider frequency

range. The H-plane stub (dashed lines) acts as an inverter in

the vicinity of the filter pass band but produces two transmis-

sion zeros (TZs) immediately to the left and the right of the

pass band. These TZs are created at the resonant frequencies

of the stub. Similarly, the shorted T-junction (dashed lines)

acts as an inverter in the pass band but produces different and

more TZs than the H-plane stub. Such TZs are used to

improve the out-of-band frequency response of the filter.

Their frequency positions can be controlled by varying the

geometrical parameters of the stub or shorted T-junction

while maintaining the proper inverter values at center

frequency.

B.Filter Design Procedure
The first step in the filter design procedure is to design a

filter in SIW technology with all inverters realized by

inductive irises as coupling sections.

A search algorithm varies the dimension of the cou-

pling section until the normalized prototype inverter val-

ues K in (3) match the prototype inverters Kprototype

obtained from standard Chebychev filter synthesis [11].

This process is repeated for all coupling sections, either

irises or stubs, of the filter, and the distances between

adjacent inverters are adjusted according to Ref. 11.

The filter is initially synthesized with all inductive

irises, and the equivalent waveguide lengths and widths

are converted to the respective SIW parameters [12].

Then a coupling element, which will be converted to a

frequency-dependent inverter, is selected. This coupling

element can be any iris in the filter. However, for faster

design (optimization), the outermost elements are usually

easier to match to the rest of the filter. In order to pre-

scribe one or two transmission zeros at frequencies fz1 and

fz2 for an inverter at f0, the inverter dimensions (referred

to as dim in Eqn. 5) are optimized by minimizing the

function

Fmin 5½Kprototype2Kdispersiveðf0; dim Þ�2

1wn1jS21ðf 5fz1Þj21wn2jS21ðf 5fz2Þj2 (5)

where wn are individual weights for the transmission zeros

at fzn.

Frequency-dependent H-plane stubs can replace any

iris in the filter as inverter [13] or, in a special case, they

can be used for the sole purpose of providing more trans-

mission zeros. When a frequency-dependent element (H-

plane stub) is added at one end of a filter without simulta-

neously acting as an inverter but producing N TZs at fre-

quencies fzn, the function to be minimized is modified as

Fmin 5
X

i

½12jS21ðfiÞj�21
XN

n

wnjS21ðf 5fznÞj2 (6)

where, fi are the passband frequency samples.

A final fine optimization of the entire filter structure is

required to fine tune the return loss while maintaining the

transmission zeros. As circular via holes are more com-

monly fabricated than square ones, every square via in the

filter may be replaced by a circular via hole using the

relation of [14].

dcircle5
2Lsquare

111=
ffiffiffi
2
p (7)

Good initial values and the proper cost function are

critical factors in optimization convergence. The fre-

quency points are selected in such a way that scattering

parameters are evaluated only at band edges as well as at

the transmission and reflection zeros [15]. This approach

is useful for full-wave optimization at very few frequency

points, which increases convergence speed. However, if

the initial values are off or the transmission zeros are very

close to the pass band, then the cost function may not pro-

vide a good return loss in the filter pass band.

III.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Following the synthesis procedure, two SIW X-band fil-

ters involving frequency-dependent inverters have been

designed and prototyped on RT/Duroid 5870 with a thick-

ness of 0.508 mm, permittivity of 2.33, conductor thick-

ness of 17.5 lm and loss tangent of 0.0012. The circular

via diameter and center-to-center via spacing are chosen

as 1 and 1.5 mm, respectively.

A.Using H-Plane Stub for Added Transmission Zeros and
T-Junction as Inverter
To present the individual TZs created by frequency-

dependent inverters, we first proceed with the design of a

fourth order in-line SIW filter with all inductive irises

according to Figure 1a. The filter is designed at 11 GHz

with a band width of 500 MHz. The transmission per-

formance of this filter is depicted as solid lines in Figure

Figure 3 Scattering parameters of asymmetric iris (Fig. 1a),

H-plane stub (Fig. 1b), and shorted T-junction (Fig. 1c).
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4. In the second step, an H-plane stub is optimized (by

changing its width and length) to produce three deter-

mined TZs at 9.2, 10.25, and 11.85 GHz. This stub is

added to the left side of the filter (c.f., Fig. 5a). As shown

by the dashed line in Figure 4, the three transmission

zeros are generated and added to the filter performance.

Finally, a shorted T-junction, which acts as a proper

inverter and produces two additional TZs at 9.88 and

10.22 GHz, is optimized and imported at the right side of

the circuit (Fig. 5a) and replaces the last iris inverter. As

illustrated by the dotted line in Figure 4, the two TZs are

added to the previous frequency response. Note that the

return loss is not shown in Figure 4 since the addition of

frequency-dependent inverters also requires that the adja-

cent resonators and irises be re-optimized to account for

the different loads presented to the filter. In a first optimi-

zation step, only the inductive irises next to the

frequency-dependent inverters and the lengths between

them are varied. Then, the dimensions of the filter are

optimized for the best return loss. This produces an appro-

priate tuning of the resonators next to the frequency-

dependent stubs. A final fine optimization includes the

remaining parameters of the filter but excludes the stub

dimensions to maintain the position of the transmission

zeros [15]. The other TZs shown in Figure 4 at higher fre-

quencies are generated due to higher-order mode resonan-

ces. Although they are not controllable while keeping the

previous standard TZs, they can effectively improve the

stop band performance of the filter.

Figure 5a shows the layout and dimensions of a

fourth-order SIW band pass filter at 11 GHz with a band

width of 500 MHz which generates six TZs between 9

and 13.5 GHz. Note that all-dielectric waveguide ports of

equivalent width 13.9 mm are used since they avoid the

influence of transitions to affect the filter performance

[16]. This width of 13.9 mm is the width of an

all-dielectric waveguide that, when connected to the

center-to-center SIW width of 14.6 mm (Fig. 5a) produces

reflection that is in the order of 10 dB lower than that cre-

ated by the filter [17]. The all-dielectric waveguide width

is related to the SIW width by a closed-form expression

in Ref. 12. In the measurements of the prototype shown

in the inset of Figure 5b, the SIW-to-microstrip transi-

tions, which are designed according to Ref. 18, are deem-

bedded by using a set of TRL calibration standards.

Results using HFSS and CST are shown in Figure 5b

and are in very good agreement. In this design, only the

shorted T-junction at the lower right side of the circuit is

used as a frequency-dependent inverter which generates

the transmission zeros at 9.88 and 12.22 GHz. The three

attenuation poles between 9 and 12 GHz are generated by

the additional H-plane stub which does not act as an

inverter. The shorted stubs produce extra attenuation poles

at higher frequencies and hence, as shown in Figure 5b,

effectively improve the stop band of the filter.

The measurements confirm the predicted results by

HFSS and CST in principle. First of all, a slight shift

Figure 5 Layout and frequency response of an X-band SIW fil-

ter with shorted T-junction inverter and H-plane stub. (a) Layout

with dimensions in mm (actual number of via holes according to

the inset in Fig. 5b); (b) frequency response including comparison

between HFSS, CST, and measurements.

Figure 4 Transmission parameters for design of in-line forth-

order SIW filter (solid line), adding H-plane stub before the first

iris for producing transmission zeros (dashed line), and supple-

menting the last iris window by adding a shorted T-junction (dot-

ted line).
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toward lower frequencies is observed. This is due to the

fact that the via holes are slightly smaller than the specifi-

cations. Therefore, the resonators are wider and longer

and thus move the filter response downwards. This also

explains the increased return loss in the pass band (15 dB

measured compared to 18 dB in HFSS). The pass band

insertion loss is measured as 1.5 dB while the predicted

value is 0.75 dB. The measured upper stop band response

is reasonable considering the fact that values are in the

order of 50 dB. In the lower stop band, the transmission

zeros are well represented in the experimental results.

However, the level of attenuation is not reproduced in the

measurements. As there is also a 3.6 dB dip in the reflec-

tion coefficient values, it is believed that the differences

are caused by the calibration standards and the deembed-

ding process. Note that radiation from the filter or the

microstrip transitions, which are connected to SMA end

launchers, has not been observed.

B.Using Two T-Junctions as Inverters
In this design, the outermost irises of the initial design

(solid line in Fig. 4) are replaced by shorted T-junction

inverters to produce a fourth-order SIW band pass filter at

11 GHz with the same bandwidth and one symmetric and

one asymmetric TZs at each side of the pass band. Two

shorted T-junctions, which serve as proper inverter values,

are designed and optimized to produce symmetric trans-

mission zeros at 10 and 12 GHz, and asymmetric trans-

mission zeros at 8.6 and 12.6 GHz. The layout of the

filter is depicted in Figure 6a.

As it shows, the first and last coupling sections consist

of two shorted T-junction inverters that each provide two

TZs. The width of the stubs is fixed to that of the ports.

Therefore, by changing the length of each shorting stub,

TZs can be realized in the lower or upper stop bands of

the filter. As the length of the stubs increase, the positions

of the TZs decrease. Since the shorted sections are longer

than a wavelength, they produce a number of TZs. How-

ever, only one of them can be controlled to fall in the fre-

quency range between 9.95 and 12.05 GHz. The other

ones appear at higher-order resonances of the stubs. By

controlling one TZ of each T-junction inverter to fall at

frequencies symmetric to the passband, as shown in Fig-

ure 6b, symmetric skirts with sharp cutoffs characteristic

can be achieved. Note that such inverter structures have

the flexibility to be used in both broadband and narrow-

band filters.

Similar to the filter in Figure 5, the measurements in

Figure 6b verify the design process in principle, and argu-

ments about the prototype and experimental setup hold

accordingly. The comparison between measurements and

simulation are as follows: The measured in-band return

loss is 12 dB compared to 21 dB in the simulations. The

average measured insertion loss of 0.8 dB agrees well

with predictions by HFSS and CST.

IV.CONCLUSION

A design procedure for the synthesis of frequency-

dependent coupling elements in SIW band pass filters

with direct-coupled resonators is presented. Frequency-

dependent inverters can simultaneously provide attenua-

tion poles and proper inverter values for SIW filter

design. A mixture of irises and stubs are used in the same

design as coupling elements, but only the SIW stubs pro-

vide attenuation poles on either side of the passband while

maintaining the coupling required in the filter. Two

fourth-order SIW band pass filters at 11 GHz and band-

width of 500 MHz are prototyped and illustrate the effec-

tiveness of the technique for sharp skirt SIW filters with

wide stop-bands. The designs are verified by commer-

cially available field solvers and experimental results.

Moreover, the proposed approach can potentially be used

in microwave and millimeter-wave filter circuits using

technologies other than SIW.
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Figure 6 Layout and frequency response of an X-band SIW fil-

ter with two shorted T-junction inverters. (a) Layout with dimen-

sions in mm (actual number of via holes according to the inset in

Fig. 6b); (b) frequency response including comparison between

HFSS, CST, and measurements.
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